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Executive Summary

Decarburization is a classic surface degradation phenomenon in the forging and heat treating of steel. This program has measured the decarburization of 300M alloy steel, as a function of temperature and oxygen concentration, and evaluated the results by way of models based on diffusion of carbon and on the effects of oxidation. The temperatures studied were 800, 900 and 1000°C and the oxygen concentrations were 21% (air), 14% and 7%.

Decarburization depth was greater at higher temperature, although little effect of oxygen concentration on decarburization depth was observed, especially at higher temperatures. However, scale depth was significantly lower at lower oxygen concentrations, although little affected by temperature. In this context, scale depth had little effect on decarburization depth.

This work established a strong base for prediction of decarburization response in forgings, and a 2010-2011 FIERF Graduate Fellowship has been provided for developing this predictive capability.
Overview

This 2009-1010 Fellowship Program has enabled an intensive study of the decarburization of 300M forging stock, including the effect of oxygen concentration. The graduate fellow has been Steve Mayott, and the program has involved direct participation of Canton Drop Forge (CDF), Canton, Ohio.

Salient activities

a) Prof. Roger N. Wright and Steve Mayott traveled to Canton, Ohio, on September 29-30, 2009 to tour the facilities of Canton Drop Forge (CDF), and meet with the president, Brad A. Ahbe. It was determined that 300M displayed appropriate decarburization to allow studies that would be in line with the Fellowship. CDF provided decarburization results from their studies to allow an overview of the extent of decarburization they were witnessing.

b) Steve Mayott developed the necessary technique for use of Rensselaer’s nano-hardness and micro-hardness indentation systems, including the preparation of a laboratory procedure report. Hardness gradients and other physical property differences between bulk and decarburized layers can be readily resolved on the basis of hardness indentation. Decarburization identification procedures, using metallography, nano-hardness and micro-hardness testing, and martensite development were reduced to practice.

c) Samples of 300M received from CDF were characterized. In particular, decarburization exposures at 800, 900 and 1000°C were undertaken for two hours duration. The decarburization response was clearly indicated by microhardness readings, and the thickness of the decarburized layer was compared to the theoretical thickness of such a layer, using models based on diffusion of carbon in austenite and on the effects of oxidation.

d) A tube furnace was outfitted to allow decarburizing exposures at varying levels of oxygen concentration, namely 7%, 14% and 21%. Decarburization response as a function of oxygen content was evaluated in the manner of the work cited in activity c), above.

e) This work benefited from concurrent work on the heat treatment of forgings, sponsored by GE Energy, and on tool steel decarburization, sponsored by saw-maker Lenox (a division of Newell-Rubbermaid). Significant support was provided by the Rensselaer Undergraduate Research Program.

f) This program has culminated in the completion and acceptance of Steven Mayott’s Master of Science thesis, entitled “Analysis of the effects of reduced oxygen atmospheres on the decarburization depths of 300M alloy steel.” A copy of Mr. Mayott’s thesis accompanies this report, and its conclusions are summarized below.
Summary and conclusions of Mr. Mayott’s thesis

Samples of 300M were decarburized in air, 14% O2 (balance of N2), and 7% O2 (balance of N2) at temperatures of 800, 900, and 1000 °C. The time at these temperatures, 2 hours, was held constant for all samples. The ferrite layer (complete decarburization) depths were estimated and Vickers microhardness tests conducted prior to austenitizing all samples at 1000 °C for 30 minutes in a vacuum environment and subsequent quenching. The hardened samples were also microhardness tested and an enhanced hardness profile was observed. In addition, the oxide layers were measured. The decarburization depths were compared to values estimated from classical error function-based equations both with and without the contribution of scale. There proved to be reasonable agreement in both cases, with increasing accuracy as the temperature of the heat treatment increased. Finally, an algorithm was created to predict decarburization depth for the study’s atmospheric conditions and temperature ranges, which consisted of inputs for atmospheric oxygen concentration, time, and temperature.

From this study, the following was found:

1) Temperature had the largest affect on total and complete decarburization of 300M alloy steel, as literature predicted. Although variations existed within a given temperature, the influence of temperature was nonetheless quite apparent despite alteration of the oxygen concentration.

2) The oxygen content of the atmosphere had little to no effect on decarburization depth. However, at 800 °C the two reduced oxygen atmospheres did appear to lead to a deeper and more interconnected complete decarburization (ferrite) layer. The absence of a solid ferrite layer in the 800 °C in air sample suggests complete decarburization may not have occurred, but surface microhardness readings were similar to values obtained from surface values of gross total decarburization surfaces, i.e. all 1000 °C samples.

3) The scale depth decreased dramatically in both the 14% O2 and 7% O2 atmospheres, regardless of temperature, in comparison to air. It was found that the scale depth had no affect on decarburization depths, with the exception of the ferrite depth at 800 °C. It was therefore concluded that the diffusion of carbon monoxide through the oxide layer was not a rate limiting step. The air samples displayed nearly equal scale depths despite temperature.

Continuing Work

Rensselaer has been the beneficiary of an additional FIERF Graduate Fellowship, allowing expansion of our decarburization studies. The title of the program is “Predicting the Depth of Decarburization in Forgings.” So far, A. Finkl & Sons Co. has expressed an interest in collaborating, with particular emphasis on their FX-XTRA® forging die steel. Broader FIA participation well be, of course, most welcome.
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ABSTRACT

The influence of temperature and atmospheric oxygen concentration on the depths of decarburization (the kinetic process in which carbon diffuses from the near surface region in carbon-containing metals) is investigated in the following study. Samples of forged 300M steel alloy were purposely decarburized for two hours at 800, 900, and 1000 °C, each in air, 14% O₂ with a balance of nitrogen, and 7% O₂ with a balance of nitrogen. The complete decarburization (ferrite) depth was estimated using a visual estimation and software estimation method. Samples were then hardened via austenitization at 1000 °C for 30 minutes in a 1.33×10⁻⁵ Pa vacuum and immediately quenched in water to enhance the hardness gradient, which is directly related to the carbon concentration profile. A Vickers microhardness indentation test was used to produce such hardness gradients and allowed estimation of the total decarburization depth, that is, the depth from the surface which is adversely affected by decarburization. These depths were then compared to values predicted from error functions with and without the incorporation of the oxide layer (scale). An algorithm specific to these conditions and material was produced, allowing input of time, temperature, and atmospheric oxygen content.

As predicted in the literature, atmospheric oxygen concentrations of these amounts were ultimately concluded to have no major effect on either complete or total decarburization depths and temperature had the most pronounced effect. However, the oxide layer was found to decrease in both the 14% and 7% O₂ conditions at all temperatures, which the literature predicted would not occur until very low partial pressures of oxygen. Further, this reduced scale depth did not increase decarburization, indicating the diffusion of carbon monoxide through the oxide layers was not a rate limiting step.
1. Introduction

It has long been known that the process of decarburization leads to harmful effects if not dealt with through a secondary process such as pickling or shaving. This phenomenon therefore contributes to wasted material, time, and ultimately money in an industrial setting. Decarburization, the kinetic process in which carbon diffuses from the surface of a metal (typically steel), weakens the surface layer of the specimen since the hardness, i.e. strength, of a steel is dependent mainly on the carbon content and phases present. The diffusion of carbon from steel only becomes prominent at elevated temperatures such as those present in heat treatments occurring in the austenite ($\gamma$) region and also the austenite and ferrite ($\gamma + \alpha$) region of an iron-carbon phase diagram. The deleterious effects of decarburization are not just limited to a decrease in tensile strength, but have also been reported to increase shear strain below the surface, increase the rate of crack growth, increase the wear rate, and decrease fatigue resistance.[1],[2]

In a plain carbon steel, below 910 °C the carbon content will decrease at the surface until a layer of ferrite is formed and continues to form at the expense of the austenite.[3] This ferrite layer then acts as a barrier to additional decarburization due to the low solubility of carbon in ferrite.[4] Using such logic, it can be assumed that below the eutectoid temperature (727 °C), where austenite is no longer present, there would be a significant decrease in decarburization owing to a ferrite layer and lack of the relatively high carbon-soluble austenite phase. The austenite phase may be considered extremely prone to decarburization in most circumstances.

1.1 Mechanisms of Decarburization

Decarburization may be avoided if the correct atmosphere is chosen, although time and temperature are the two most important variables.[5] It is very common for steel to be heat treated in oxidizing environments, especially in an industrial setting. Take for example the introduction of plain carbon steel into air at an elevated temperature (> 910 °C). Initially, the metal will react with the oxygen ($O_2$) through the reaction:
where $M$ is a metal, iron in this case. The product, $MO$, is a solid and in this specific case will take the form $FeO$. Oxygen will also interact in a similar manner with carbon to form either carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide. This, however, is a gas and will disperse into the atmosphere once the reaction has occurred. It should be noted that iron is much more abundant than carbon in the metal. The result is a thin carbon absent iron-oxide layer. The reaction of iron or carbon and oxygen will continue at the $FeO$-steel interface, but with the added step of either the iron (or carbon) passing through the iron oxide layer (the “scale”), or oxygen passing through towards the steel. The increasing depth of the scale occurs at the expense of the steel, driving the interface inward. A summary of the above is depicted in Figure 1.1.

Decarburization begins to occur as the rate of carbon being consumed by the reaction with oxygen exceeds the growth of the scale. Additional carbon begins to be drawn to the scale from more interior depths. This mainly occurs because in addition to reacting with gaseous oxygen that has diffused through the scale, it begins to react with the scale at the interface. The iron-oxide layer which forms contributes to decarburization through the reaction:

$$FeO + C_{Fe} \Rightarrow Fe + CO_{(g)}$$

where $C$ is in solution in the steel.[6] The oxide layer need not be $FeO$; it may also be $Fe_3O_4$ or $Fe_2O_3$ (in order of increasing oxidation rate). Such a reaction may only occur if the carbon monoxide can escape through the scale, as it is originally formed at the scale-steel interface and travels through the scale to the atmosphere. Thus, the permeability of the scale can have a large effect on decarburization. In fact, a scale of greatly reduced permeability has been formed through careful heating and prevented diffusion of carbon monoxide.[7] This resulted in carbon enrichment at the surface rather than decarburization. However, in general the scale is quite porous and the removal of the carbon monoxide is achieved.
Figure 1.1: The evolution of scale formation and decarburization: a) The original condition at time = 0 upon introduction of a metal into an elevated temperature atmosphere b) The formation of a thin FeO layer and the reaction of carbon and oxygen, which forms a gas and enters the atmosphere c) The growth of the scale inward (indicated by the arrow) and the carbon monoxide diffusing through the scale to the atmosphere. The location of the original interface does not change in a) – c).
Because the carbon monoxide must diffuse through the scale, one might assume that as this layer increases the decarburization rate may decrease due to the increased path length required. Even in the presence of a high oxygen atmosphere where the source is plentiful, the arrival of oxygen may be limited. However, if decreasing the atmospheric oxygen concentration slows the rate of scale growth, decarburization may actually increase despite less oxygen being available. This may be explained by picturing carbon being drawn to the scale-metal interface at the same rate as the previous scaling rate, but the remaining pure iron at the interface not being transformed to FeO as quickly. The result is an increased decarburization depth. Figure 1.2 serves to clarify this principle. In addition, the following is a very suitable explanation:

One of the most common fallacies is to attempt to reduce decarburization by reducing the oxygen potential in the furnace. Since the carbon content at the metal-scale interface is constant, so long as FeO remains in contact with the steel, the driving force for carbon diffusion is also constant in the presence of a scale. However, by reducing the oxygen potential of the atmosphere, the scaling rate can be reduced and this will affect the observed depth of decarburization. (Birks, Meier, and Pettit 156)

It has in fact been observed that more severe decarburization frequently occurs in non-scaling atmospheres than that in scaling conditions. Carbon dioxide may also form from carbon monoxide by interaction with the scale or from additional interaction with oxygen in the atmosphere.

However, decarburization is not simply dependent on the presence of oxygen. Interactions of the steel with H₂O and CO₂ may occur through the reactions:

\[
C_{Fe} + H_2O(g) \rightarrow CO + H_2
\]  
\[
C_{Fe} + CO_2 \rightarrow 2CO(g)
\]  

(Birks, Meier, and Pettit 156)
Figure 1.2: The effect of scaling rate on observed decarburization depth. It can be seen that scaling rate 2, the slower of the two, results in a greater decarburization depth.

Notes: 1) Decarburization depth is equal to the distance from the scale-metal interface to the decarburization front
2) Scaling rate 1 > scaling rate 2
3) Time = 0 < Time 1 < Time 2
Because carbon monoxide is more stable than carbon dioxide when exposed to high temperatures, an environment in which the ratio of partial pressures of CO:CO$_2$ is maximized will minimize decarburization in the absence of a scale. This is because the carbon monoxide will not noticeably react with the steel. However, the carbon dioxide will presumably react with the carbon in the steel to form CO. The minimum ratio to eliminate decarburization in such environments at 1050 °C is derived to be approximately 140 in the paper *Mechanisms of Decarburization* by Neil Birks (1970).[4] However, in an oxidizing environment Equation (2) will be the primary mechanism of carbon removal when a scale is present. Thus oxidizing environments were the focus of this investigation.

### 1.2 Decarburization Models without Scale

Fick’s second law typically serves as an adequate basis of diffusion modeling in decarburization studies:

$$\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = D \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial x^2}$$

(5)

where $C$ represents the concentration of an element at time $t$, $D$ is the diffusion coefficient of that element in a material, and $x$ is the position of interest. The diffusion coefficient is typically dependent on many factors such as material structure, alloying elements, but mainly temperature, and may be expressed as:

$$D = D_0 \exp \left( - \frac{Q_D}{RT} \right)$$

(6)

where $D_0$ is a temperature independent pre-exponential factor (m$^2$/s), $Q_D$ is the activation energy for diffusion (J/mol), $R$ is the gas constant of 8.314 (J/mol), and $T$ is the temperature (K). For carbon diffusing in FCC iron (austenite), the diffusion coefficient may be expressed as.[11]
\[ D = 2.3 \times 10^{-5} \exp\left(-\frac{148,000}{8.314 T}\right) \quad (7) \]

It is then necessary to apply the boundary conditions to Equation (5):

\[ C = C_0 \text{ for } x > 0; t = 0 \quad (8) \]

\[ C = C_S \text{ for } x = 0; t > 0 \quad (9) \]

where \( C_0 \) is the concentration of carbon at \( t = 0 \), equal to that carbon concentration of the bulk anywhere in the sample, and \( C_S \) is the carbon concentration at the surface, equal to 0 in most basic cases of decarburization. Solving Fick’s second law for the concentration at any point and time yields the relationship:\[^{[12]}\]

\[ \frac{C}{C_0} = \text{erf}\left(\frac{x}{2\sqrt{Dt}}\right) \quad (10) \]

This form assumes that the surface concentration, typically denoted as \( C_S \), is equal to 0. It should be observed that this formula indicates the concentration at position \( x \) is completely dependent on time and temperature (via the diffusion coefficient).

In this investigation, steel samples of 0.39 wt% carbon were initially decarburized for \( t = 7200 \) s (2 hours) at temperatures of 800, 900, and 1000 °C in air for baseline comparisons. The predicted carbon concentration profiles are depicted graphically in Figure 1.3 for a similar composition steel (0.4% carbon) under these conditions.

In addition, the depth of total decarburization may be estimated through isolating \( x \) in Equation (10). The total depth of decarburization is rarely selected to correlate to 100% of the original carbon value, but rather a lesser, arbitrary percentage. In this investigation, this value was chosen to be 90%. Therefore, \( C / C_0 \) is set to 0.9. Inserting the correct diffusion coefficient, \( D \), and time, \( t \), will then allow calculation of the depth at which 90% carbon is achieved. These values are displayed in Table 1.1.
Figure 1.3: Plot of estimated carbon concentrations as a function of distance from the surface at three temperatures
Table 1.1: Estimated depths of total decarburization for three given temperatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Diffusion Coefficient ($10^{12}$ m$^2$/s)</th>
<th>Estimated Depth of Decarburization (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>19.40</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fick’s second law may also be solved via a Fourier series (Appendix A). However, simple predictions as shown in Table 1.1 are not as easily computed. Because of its ease of use and simplicity, the error function in Equation (10) remains the standard decarburization model.

1.3 Modeling Decarburization with Scale

Although Equation (10) is a fairly accurate model in decarburization studies, it does not take into consideration the scale formed during exposure to elevated temperatures. Such a layer acts as a simultaneous source to the formation of carbon monoxide and a barrier to the removal of it. Equation (10) only represents the diffusion of carbon through FCC iron by “random jumps,” and not the additional barrier of the scale. Such random jumps are dependent on the thermal energy, interstitial sites available, and activation energy of a carbon atom leaving its initial site.

The effect of adding a scaling factor into a decarburization model was proposed by N. Birk:\[^4\]

\[
\frac{C_0 - C}{C_0 - C_S} = \frac{erf \left( \frac{x}{2\sqrt{D_c t}} \right)}{erf \left( \frac{k_c}{2D_c} \right)^{1/2}}
\]  

(11)

where \( k_c \) is the parabolic rate constant, which is a function of the depth of metal consumed by scale formation, \( X \), in time \( t \):

\[
k_c = \frac{X^2}{2t}
\]

(12)

Equation (11) predicts a concentration gradient of metal affected by both scale formation and decarburization. The rate constant given in Equation (12), in theory, will be relatively unaffected by the external oxygen partial pressure.\[^6\] It has been suggested
that in order to observe a significant difference in the rate constant in the FeO scale above 570 °C, an oxygen partial pressure of approximately $10^{-12}$ atm at 1000 °C is required. The only layer that would be affected by this is the most exterior, haematite ($\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$) layer, accounting for only approximately 1% of the metal-scale thickness. This is obviously a large reduction in oxygen presence to begin observing significant effects and implies that reducing the concentration to even 1% (in comparison to air, consisting of 21%) should have little effect on the scale rate, and therefore the decarburization for a constant time and temperature. Further, the rate constant is dependent on temperature following an Arrhenius relationship:\[13\]

$$k_C = k_0 \exp \left(-\frac{Q}{RT}\right) \quad (13)$$

where $Q$ is the activation energy, and $k_0$ is a temperature independent pre-exponential factor. In the end, to predict decarburization with scaling involved it is essential to know the rate of scale growth in so far as it further complicates decarburization.

Birk also went on to propose that ultimately the depth of decarburization for a eutectoid steel in air, not including the scale, in the temperature range of 900 – 1300 °C could be predicted by Equation (14):\[6\]

$$d = 10.5 \exp \left(-\frac{8710}{T}\right) t^{\frac{1}{2}} mm \quad (14)$$

Other steels could also be represented with a similar equation, but with the difference being in the pre-exponential constant.

1.4 Stability Predictions from the Ellingham Diagram

The Ellingham diagram allows immediate prediction of the stability of oxides at given temperatures. Such a diagram has been reconstructed for the applicable reactions in Figure 1.4. It is assumed the reader has some knowledge of Ellingham diagrams. The potential reactions which are believed to occur in this investigation consist of:\[14\]
Figure 1.4: The Ellingham diagram consisting of applicable oxide formation equations. All values are approximate. Recreated from references [6] and [14].
The first step to apply this to the current study is ensuring the partial pressures of oxygen involved are above the minimal partial pressures required for oxidation to occur. Equation (15) requires the highest minimum partial pressure at 1000 °C with a value of approximately $10^{-5}$ atm. At 7% oxygen and a balance of nitrogen yielding the lowest partial pressure of this investigation, conditions are far above $10^{-5}$ atm and therefore the above reactions are possible from this perspective.

It can be observed that the Ellingham diagram suggests at room temperature to approximately 570 °C Equation (16) will be the most stable oxidation of iron, as it has the lowest Gibbs free energy. This indicates that as FeO is formed it should further combine with oxygen to form Fe$_3$O$_4$. Therefore, FeO is a metastable phase and should not be present for extended times below 570 °C. This is further discussed and confirmed in section 4.3. Above this temperature, Equation (17) produces the most stable iron oxide. This also suggests that above 570 °C the Fe$_3$O$_4$ may combine further with an iron atom to create 4FeO, as it is the oxide closest to the steel up until this point. At all temperatures, Equation (15) is the least stable oxide reaction, and would therefore not occur until there is a lack of available iron to form the other oxides.

Carbon is within the steel and is not readily available for oxidation. Therefore, it requires an additional step to become oxidized in the form of CO$_2$ or CO. This step may alter the free energies on the Ellingham diagram. At temperatures below 700 °C, 2CO +
O₂ = 2CO₂ (Equation (18)) is more stable. Above this temperature, 2C + O₂ = 2CO (Equation (19)) becomes the more stable of the two. It should be noted that this equation is the only one on the Ellingham diagram whose stability actually increases with temperature, causing a negative slope. Although 2CO + O₂ = 2CO₂ is the most stable at lower temperatures, it requires the formation of carbon monoxide. However, carbon monoxide is not the most stable form until above 700 °C, at which temperature equation 2C + O₂ = 2CO is more stable than 2CO + O₂ = 2CO₂ regardless. Thus formation of carbon dioxide from carbon monoxide and oxygen (Equation (20)) is not likely.

Because this experiment involved heating of samples through all the temperatures previously discussed, the reactions occurring constantly change and there is not one reaction which can fully describe the oxidation of iron or carbon. The mechanism of decarburization, in theory, should change approximately half way through heating.

1.5 General Assumptions

During the radiant heating of material with significant cross section, the surface is typically 20 – 50 °C hotter than the center.[4] This additional heat supplies the surface and near surface carbon atoms with additional thermal energy, allowing them to make more successful jumps. Because of this, an increase in decarburization is expected to occur during this scenario. In the case of smaller samples being held at temperature for extended amounts of time, such as in this investigation, it may be assumed that the sample is uniformly heated.

When a sample is left in a furnace for the duration of the heating, dwelling, and cooling cycle, it is exposed to the whole range of temperatures in which the diffusion rate will drastically change and possible phase transformations will occur. In steel, such a phase transformation begins at approximately 727 °C. As discussed earlier, at temperatures below this a thin ferrite layer is initially formed and acts as a barrier to further decarburization due to the low carbon solubility of ferrite. Thus from room temperature to 727 °C very little decarburization is expected. Above this temperature, austenite will begin to form and contribute more significantly to decarburization until the target temperature is reached. As the temperature increases in this region, diffusion will also increase reaching a maximum at the target. Because it is held at this temperature for
presumably longer than it took to achieve it and cool from it and the maximum diffusion rate occurs at this temperature, it can be assumed that the majority of decarburization occurs at the temperature of interest.

1.6 Motivation

It is well known that decarburization occurs during heat treatment of most steels in a number of environments, and it is argued that the effect of atmospheric oxygen concentration should not affect the depth until very low partial pressures of oxygen, as discussed previously. However, the collaborator on this project, Canton Drop Forge, Canton, Ohio, wished to confirm the effect of reduced oxygen atmospheres, as present in the range of industrial forging exposures.

During drop forging of steels, billets are exposed to elevated temperatures to increase workability. This increased temperature is in the range of gross decarburization, and typically further processing must be utilized to eliminate its negative effects. During open drop forge operation, air flow and composition are not controlled, allowing exposure to a possible variety of gas compositions. Therefore, it is quite possible that the billets may be exposed to reduced oxygen air. The purpose of this investigation was to observe any affects reduced oxygen atmospheres (14% O₂ and 7% O₂, with a balance of nitrogen) would have during the heating of forged 300M alloy steel.
2. Experimental Procedure

2.1 Material

The material of this investigation was 300M alloy steel, a variation of 4340 alloy steel. A chemical analysis of the material is given in Table 2.1. Of note is the increase in silicon in 300M. The metal was supplied by Canton Drop Forge, Canton, Ohio in the form of three (3) 17.30 cm diameter x 1.27 cm discs and three (3) 17.30 cm diameter 2.54 cm discs. Sixteen (16) samples were cut from the center of a single 2.54 cm disc with approximate dimensions of 1.27 x 1.27 x 5.08 cm. Rockwell C tests in the as-received condition yielded a value of 27.5 HRC based on the average of three indentations.

The microstructure of an as-received sample is shown in Figure 2.1. The microstructure shows tempered martensite. Figure 2.2 displays the surface layer of the same sample to allow comparison of later laboratory decarburized samples. The microstructure is completely uniform up to the surface prior to decarburization, as would be expected in a sample cut from the middle of a disc.

2.2 Decarburizing Heat Treatment

2.2.1 Apparatus

A Eurotherm 2404 controller/set point programmer with a Lindberg tube furnace heating unit was used for all decarburizing and austenitizing. A combination of 0.635 cm (¼ in) and 2.54 cm copper piping connected the gas source (if applicable) and vacuum to the furnace, while 0.635 cm stainless steel piping connected the furnace exit piping. A schematic of the system setup is shown in Figure 2.3.

Standard size tanks at an initial pressure of approximately 13.1 MPa (1900 PSI) were used in this experiment. Compositions of 14% O₂ and 7% O₂ with a balance of nitrogen were used. The outlet pressure was controlled by a regulator directly connected to the tank nozzle. The gas source could be isolated by closing a ball valve located prior to the vacuum and furnace. Internal system pressure could also be equalized with the outside environment by opening the relief valve located just after the previously mentioned ball valve.
**Table 2.1:** Chemical analysis of the as-received 300M

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloying Element</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nickel</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molybdenum</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niobium</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>Balance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.1: Microstructure of the as received alloy at 1000x.

Figure 2.2: Surface microstructure of the as received alloy at 100x. Note the microstructure remains uniform up to the surface.
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the furnace apparatus used in the investigation
An Edwards RV8 Rotary Vane Pump, used to purge the system prior to heat treatments for gas mixture samples, was connected to the piping just prior to the entrance of the tube furnace. This pumped the air into the exit piping and had an internal valve which could be closed following initial purging.

The tube furnace consisted of the previously mentioned controller and heating unit, a fused quartz tube, and aluminum couplers to interface between the piping and tube. The fused quartz tube was a 5.08 cm diameter, 0.3 cm thick, 1.016 m long tube supplied by Technical Glass Products of Painesville Township, Ohio. The furnace was connected to the exit piping by 0.645 cm stainless steel piping. An additional ball valve (the “exit” valve) was located at the end of the stainless steel piping to allow complete isolation of the system with respect to the external environment, if closed in conjunction with the relief and entrance ball valves.

2.2.2 Heat Treatment Procedure

2.2.2.1 Furnace Setup and Programming

The Eurotherm 2404 may have up to 16 consecutive “steps” programmed, and repeat this program up 999 times without user interface. For the heat treatments in this investigation, only four steps were required:

1) A rate step in which the furnace and contents were heated up to the pre-programmed temperature at a designated rate (°C / min). The parameters chosen for this were 800, 900, or 1000 °C at a rate of 8 °C / minute.

2) A dwell step in which the furnace remained at the set temperature for a set length of time (two hours).

3) An additional rate step in which the furnace cooled to a set temperature (25 °C) at a set rate. However, because the furnace did not have forced cooling, the cooling rate was limited to the rate of heat loss to the environment.

4) An end step, where the furnace either repeats the previous three steps, remains at the preset temperature from step 3 (if above room temperature), or applies no power. In this experiment, the last option was chosen although the samples were removed prior to attaining room temperature.
2.2.2.2 Heat Treatment Run-through

Samples were placed in the tube furnace on a ceramic sled following programming of the furnace to 800, 900, or 1000 °C. See Table 2.2 for all sample conditions. Samples 1, 2, and 3 required no gas mixture as they were heat treated in atmospheric conditions. The program for these samples was run and the samples were removed upon cooling to 300 °C. This removal temperature was chosen for the following reasons: 1) it lies within the $\alpha + \text{Fe}_3\text{C}$ region in the iron-carbon phase diagram, thus diffusion of carbon out of the sample is greatly reduced in comparison to the $\gamma$ (austenite) region as discussed in section 1, and 2) at this temperature the diffusion rate, exponentially dependent on the temperature, is insignificant compared to that of the dwell temperatures. The samples were then cooled to room temperature in air outside of the furnace.

For the remaining samples, controlled atmospheres of oxygen and nitrogen were employed. Once samples were loaded into the furnace and the program begun, all valves were closed to completely isolate the system. The rotary pump then evacuated the furnace and the internal pump valve was closed, leaving the system in a reduced pressure. The gas mixture regulator was then opened until a pressure of 13.79 kPa was achieved. The entrance and exit valve were then opened to allow constant flow of the reduced oxygen gas over the sample through a majority of the remaining experiment duration. A pressure of the reduced oxygen was used to ensure a constant source of the gas was flowing over the sample. This pressure was maintained through the heating, dwell period, and the cooling step until 500 °C. At this temperature the exit valve, followed by the entrance valve, were closed. This left the system at a pressure of 2 psi and a reduced oxygen environment. The relief valve was then opened until the pressure reached that of the atmosphere and subsequently closed, but left the system in reduced oxygen for the remainder of the heat treatment. The flow was stopped at 500 °C to conserve gas; the vast majority of decarburization was believed to have occurred prior to this (mainly during the dwell period) and this gas conservation procedure was assumed to have little to no effect on the final outcome of any decarburization. Also, because from 500 °C to 300 °C the samples were still exposed to the reduced oxygen.
Table 2.2: Decarburization conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>Temperature of Initial Heat Treatment (°C)</th>
<th>Atmosphere (N₂ balance)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 4</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>14 % O₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 5</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>14 % O₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 6</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>14 % O₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 7</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>7 % O₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 8</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>7 % O₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 9</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>7 % O₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Sample</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Air</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
concentrations but simply in stagnant gas, there should have been no significant effect. Equivalent to the atmospheric samples, reduced oxygen samples were removed at 300 °C for the two reasons previously discussed.

All samples were subsequently cut in a half. One half was used for decarburization analysis and the other for the hardening process (section 2.4).

2.3 Decarburization Analysis

Cross sections of the decarburized samples were cut approximately 1 cm from the edge to allow proper analysis of decarburization and microstructure. Samples were mounted in epoxy and subsequently polished and etched with 2% nital. A micrographic technique and software analysis were used to determine complete decarburization. Microhardness indentation was utilized to observe the total depth of decarburization. All estimates were in accordance with SAE Standard J419 - Methods of Measuring Decarburization and ASTM E 1077 - Standard Test Methods for Estimating the Depth of Decarburization of Steel Specimens. [16],[17]

2.3.1 Complete Decarburization Software Analysis

Mounted samples were examined under a Leco Olympus PMG 3 microscope. Micrographs were taken of the surface layer of all samples at 50x, 100x, and 200x magnification. Attention was focused on the induced ferrite layer near the surface. This layer, known as the complete decarburization zone, occurs when the loss of carbon at the surface is at a concentration below the solubility limit of carbon in ferrite. This leaves a very characteristic pure ferrite zone indicative of near-total decarburization. Visual estimates were made as to this depth, however such method is problematic as the depth of this layer can vary drastically along the surface. As a more accurate method, AnalySIS® imaging software was utilized. The complete decarburization zones in the micrographs were isolated via a “set frame” command, allowing the user to conduct spectral analysis solely on this region. Figure 2.4 shows an example of this isolation step. The user may then set the threshold of these values, e.g. the range of contrast, which corresponds to ferrite. A phase analysis via the software was then conducted, producing a total area of ferrite. This area was then divided by the length of the region.
in the micrograph to give an average complete decarburization depth. It should be noted that although there is also ferrite present beyond the complete decarburization depth, the contribution is negligible as most of it is averaged with pearlite to produce a gray tone.

2.3.2 Microhardness Indentation Method

To obtain the total depth of decarburization, that is, the distance from the surface to a location where the bulk carbon (hardness) is reached, 25g Vickers microhardness tests were conducted on all decarburized samples. A 25g load was selected as it is the lowest load allowed by ASTM Standard E 1077. It also produces the highest resolution of a hardness profile because indentations may be closer to one another than in larger load tests due to their relatively small size. To achieve hardness readings closer than the minimum of 2.5 diagonal lengths, closely spaced parallel transverses were used out to at least 420 μm as displayed in Figure 2.5. This figure also indicates the pattern generally used for all decarburized hardness tests. This pattern may be considered to be broken up into three regions:

Region 1) Spacing of indents is 30 μm horizontally and 60 μm vertically (completely decarburized zone) or 50 μm (beyond the completely decarburized zone due to the immediate decrease in indent size)
Region 2) Spacing of indents is 100 μm horizontally
Region 3) Spacing of indents is 250 μm horizontally

The distance between indentations was thus in excess of the 2.5 diagonal length minimum in all cases.

To achieve increased accuracy in indentation dimensions, AnalySIS® software was once again used. Micrographs at a 200x magnification were taken and then zoomed in by a further 2x within the software. The software allowed the user to utilize a measurement tool, resulting in highly accurate diagonal lengths of indentations and therefore Vickers hardness values. This tool was also used to determine distances of the indentations from the surface. Values were then plotted as Vickers hardness vs. distance from the surface.
Figure 2.4: Example of ferrite (complete decarburization) isolation from a micrograph

Figure 2.5: An example indentation pattern used on the decarburized samples
(μm). Oxide layers were not included in distance measurements, but were measured separately.

2.4 Hardening of Samples

To emphasize hardness gradients due to decarburization, the remaining half of each sample was encapsulated in fused quartz at a pressure of 1.33 x 10^-5 Pa (10^-7 torr) and austenitized at 1000 °C for 30 minutes. The vacuum environment served to minimize further decarburization during austenitization in accordance with SAE J419. An as-received sample was also encapsulated and hardened to allow subsequent microhardness testing and observation of any decarburization which occurred during the austenitization. The capsules were then quenched in water and shattered under water, freeing the samples into the bath. Samples were subsequently mounted, polished, and microhardness tested. Due to the increase in hardness over the furnace / air cooled samples, a 50g Vickers hardness test was used. A similar pattern to Region one of Figure 2.5 was used with horizontal spacing of 30 micrometers and vertical spacing of 50 micrometers. This pattern was maintained out to approximately 1,000 micrometers, followed by at least three additional indentations of various horizontal spacing to ensure the bulk hardness had been obtained. All spacing of indentations was in excess of the 2.5 diagonal minimum as required by ASTM E 1077.
3. Results

3.1 Decarburized Samples

Due to the slow rate of furnace cooling, complete decarburization became very apparent prior to hardening of the samples. A distinct ferrite layer resulted at the surface region of the material, beyond which the carbon content increased until the bulk carbon content was obtained. The surface regions resulting from the individual decarburization processes are displayed in Figure 3.1 – Figure 3.9. It can be observed that the most dramatic increases in the complete decarburization (ferrite) region arise from an increase in temperature, as predicted. Ferrite is displayed as the white region; to the left of these regions are oxide layers of differing stoichiometries. As can be seen in these figures, the ferrite layer is not uniform in all cases and therefore makes precise determination of complete decarburization difficult. This area lacking homogeneity is likely a mixture of proeutectoid ferrite and pearlite, as it must possess a composition between the ferrite layer (less than 0.022% C) and the bulk. Thus, determining the true depth of ferrite is ultimately up to the investigator. Table 3.1 displays the ferrite depth as calculated via the AnalySIS® software method and by visual estimation. The difference between these readings arises from the fact the software method results in a depth which represents an average value, while the visual method estimates the furthest extent of the ferrite; ferrite regions which extend further into the bulk, abnormally, were ignored.

It should be noted that oxygen concentration had little effect on complete decarburization at all temperatures. However, it may be observed that the complete decarburization layer is significantly more solid in Sample 4 and 7 than in Sample 1. Also, at 800 °C there was a slight increase in complete decarburization depth as oxygen content decreased. This trend did not exist for the higher temperatures for neither the visual nor the software determination. Further, it appears as if a solid layer of ferrite did not fully develop in the 800 °C air sample (Sample 1). This indicates that the region still possessed carbon content above the solubility of iron.

Although prior to hardening complete decarburization is apparent, it does not represent the full extent of decarburization ("total" decarburization). Hardness profiles of samples in this condition may be found in Appendix B. Although these allow a rough
Figure 3.1: Sample 1 (800 °C in air) surface region following heat treatment

Figure 3.2: Sample 2 (900 °C in air) surface region following heat treatment, showing an increased ferrite region compared to 800 °C

Figure 3.3: Sample 3 (1000 °C in air) surface region following heat treatment. Complete decarburization increased dramatically over Sample 1.
**Figure 3.4:** Sample 4 (800 °C in 14% O₂, balance nitrogen) surface region. The completely decarburized region increased from Sample 1. The oxide layer is not present in this photograph.

**Figure 3.5:** Sample 5 (900 °C in 14% O₂, balance nitrogen) surface region. The completely decarburized depth is very similar to Sample 2.

**Figure 3.6:** Sample 6 (1000 °C in 14% O₂, balance of nitrogen) surface region. Similar to Sample 5, little change occurred from the sample in air at the same temperature.
Figure 3.7: Sample 7 (800 °C in 7% O$_2$, balance nitrogen) surface region. An increase in the ferrite layer occurred in comparison to Sample 1, with a significantly reduced oxide layer.

Figure 3.8: Sample 8 (900 °C in 7% O$_2$, nitrogen balance) surface region. The reduced oxygen atmosphere had little to no effect in comparison to temperature.

Figure 3.9: Sample 9 (1000 °C in 7% O$_2$, nitrogen balance) surface region. The ferrite region is approximately equal to the other two samples (3 and 6) heat treated at 1000 °C.
Table 3.1: Ferrite depths of decarburized samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Software Method Depth (μm)</th>
<th>Visual Estimation Depth (μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>46.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>136.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>158.2</td>
<td>208.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>52.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>103.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>138.6</td>
<td>185.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>59.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>117.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>169.0</td>
<td>198.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
estimate of the total decarburization depth, the hardness profile is greatly enhanced by austenitizing and quenching the samples.

Two representative microstructures are shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11. These micrographs show coarse pearlite formed from the slow cooling rate below the eutectoid point; thus the material was relatively soft prior to hardening. Additional micrographs may be found in Appendix C.

3.2 Oxide Layer Analysis

The total scale depth for each sample may be found in Table 3.2. For a given temperature, decreasing the oxygen concentration resulted in a reduced oxide layer with the exception of Sample 5 (900 °C in 14% O₂) to Sample 8 (900 °C in 7% O₂). The oxide layer was taken to be all material from the ferrite outward. As can be seen in Figure 3.12, some samples consisted of several distinct oxide layers differing in appearance. These layers presumably represent FeO and Fe₃O₄ or Fe₂O₃; however, they are nearly equal in depth and therefore do not represent the approximate 95:4:1 ratio typically present in scale.[6] This ratio represents the relative depths of FeO:Fe₃O₄:Fe₂O₃ which form at elevated temperatures and is further explained in section 4.3. The layer of FeO is known to have very large defect mobilities in comparison to Fe₃O₄ or Fe₂O₃ and is believed to be what causes its large relative depth. As stated above, this ratio was clearly not present and therefore the oxide stoichiometries could not be determined from the relative thicknesses alone. The outer most oxide layer of Figure 3.12, known to be Fe₃O₄ or Fe₂O₃ due to its location in comparison to the metal and atmosphere, was extremely brittle and may be seen separating from the surface. Select samples also displayed a uniform phase immediately outside the ferrite region (Figure 3.13). Because ferrite contains nearly 0 wt% carbon and this region is present outside of that, it is assumed to be a form of scale.
Figure 3.10: Microstructure of Sample 6 displaying oriented coarse pearlite taken at 1000x
Figure 3.11: Microstructure of Sample 9 taken at 1000x
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Scale (μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>114.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>85.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>112.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>88.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>63.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>63.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 3.12:** The oxide layers present in Sample 1

**Figure 3.13:** Sample consisting of an oxide of unknown stoichiometry
3.3 Hardened Samples

The hardening of samples was completed such that minimal further decarburization occurred in accordance with SAE J419. The resulting hardness profile of the hardened as-received sample is shown in Figure 3.14. It should be noted that the vertical label in this figure, HV.05, indicates a Vickers hardness test with a load of 50g (.05 kg). It can be concluded that no decarburization occurred in this sample as the hardness does not vary with depth.

The microstructure of a hardened sample revealed that the quenching from austenite resulted in a fully martensitic microstructure, as seen in Figure 3.15. Because this microstructure was located in the center of the sample, it served as a confirmation that the entire sample had transformed into austenite within the 30 minute austenitization period.

The hardness profiles of all hardened samples may be found in Figure 3.16 - Figure 3.24. Similar to the ferrite layer, temperature had the largest impact on total decarburization depth. The decarburized layer was considered to extend to the point in which the hardness was 90% of the difference between the surface and bulk:

\[ HV_d = 0.9 \times (HV_B - HV_S) + HV_S \]  

where \( HV_d \) is the hardness at the end of the decarburized layer, \( HV_B \) is the Vickers hardness of the bulk material, and \( HV_S \) is the Vickers hardness at the surface. The resulting total decarburized depths may be found in Table 3.3. For a given temperature, sample depths within 10% of one another were considered fairly similar; such results could be due to scatter. It may be observed that for a given temperature, samples possessing greater depths of ferrite did not necessarily display a greater total decarburization depth. In addition, Sample 5 (700 μm) had a reduced total decarburization depth compared to Sample 2 (825 μm) despite a reduced oxide layer in Sample 5.

A compilation of all relevant data – ferrite depth, scale depth, and total decarburization depth - for each sample may be found in Table 3.4.
Figure 3.14: Hardness profile of the hardened as-received sample
Figure 3.15: Representative microstructure of a hardened sample
Figure 3.16: Hardness profile of Sample 1

Figure 3.17: Hardness profile of Sample 2
Figure 3.18: Hardness profile of Sample 3

Figure 3.19: Hardness profile of Sample 4
Figure 3.20: Hardness profile of Sample 5

Figure 3.21: Hardness profile of Sample 6
Figure 3.22: Hardness profile of Sample 7

Figure 3.23: Hardness profile of Sample 8
Figure 3.24: Hardness profile of Sample 9
Table 3.3: Total decarburization depth of the samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Surface Hardness</th>
<th>Bulk Hardness</th>
<th>Decarburization Depth Hardness</th>
<th>Total Decarburization Depth (μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>671.7</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>675.7</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>709.6</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>652.7</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>621.2</td>
<td>1005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>629.3</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>673.1</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>662.2</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.4: Resulting characteristic depths by sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Visual Estimation of Ferrite Depth (µm)</th>
<th>Scale (µm)</th>
<th>Total Decarburization Depth (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

4.1 Comparison of Results to Estimates

The difference between the estimated total depth of decarburization in air (Table 1.1) and the actual total depth of decarburization (Table 3.3) is worthy of discussion. It is obvious that the models consistently underestimated the decarburization that occurred in air. According to Equation (11), this could be due to the scale which formed during the heat treatment. However, as seen in Table 4.1, after enforcing the complementary error function scale factor of Equation (11), the estimated decarburized depth is reduced due to the formation of the scale. The $k_c$ factors (Appendix D) were calculated using the scale depths observed for each sample and Equation (12). This factor could not be incorporated prior to testing because the parabolic rate constant for oxidation, and therefore the depth of scale, was required. Such values were not discovered in literature searches for the particular alloy under investigation. Table 4.1 also estimates the depth of total decarburization via Equation (11) for the reduced oxygen atmospheres. The effect of such atmospheres is incorporated into the rate constant for oxidation. It is believed that any effect the oxygen concentration has will alter the decarburization through the modification of the scale depth or chemical activity of the oxide-steel interface. Decarburization occurs mainly through the combination of an oxide and carbon in the steel and there is very little direct combination of gaseous oxygen and this carbon. Therefore the estimates of decarburization depth under these conditions through Equation (10) are not altered from estimates in air; only through consideration of scale (Equation (11)) are the oxygen concentration effects observed.

There are several factors which may contribute to the measured total decarburization depth exceeding predictions. One such explanation involves the diffusion of carbon from the specimen at temperatures below the phase transformation to the FCC structure. Although at temperatures below approximately 727 °C the layer of ferrite which forms is thought to severely restrict further decarburization, in long durations and at several hundred degrees this may allow considerable carbon loss. Consider a eutectoid steel below 727 °C. The structure is body centered cubic (BCC) and therefore the atomic packing factor is below that of the FCC structure, increasing the
Table 4.1: Incorporation of scale on total decarburization depths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Estimate of Total Depth Effected* (μm)</th>
<th>Scale (μm)</th>
<th>Estimated Total Decarburization Depth (μm)</th>
<th>Measured Total Decarburization Depth (μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>1005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>832</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total Depth Effected was calculated from Equation (11), which calculates the depth of the scale and the total decarburization
probability of carbon to successfully diffuse through the bulk. This alters the temperature independent pre-exponential factor and activation energy of Equation (7) to:

\[
D = 6.2 \times 10^{-7} \exp \left( -\frac{80,000}{8.3147 T} \right)
\] (22)

At a temperature of 700 °C, this yields a diffusion constant of \(3.13 \times 10^{-11} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}\), a value implying diffusion occurs more rapidly than carbon in austenite at 1000 °C (\(1.94\times 10^{-11} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}\)). Although the layers of ferrite, and possibly other phases, slow the decarburization process, such an effect could certainly contribute additional carbon loss. Because the samples were in the furnace during the heating process, they were exposed to the entire range of temperatures for the entire duration. The heating process varied from two hours to three hours depending on the dwelling temperature, allowing considerable exposure. They were also exposed to these diffusion conditions during cooling, which typically took longer than heating. Further, there is the possibility of decarburization via grain boundary diffusion. Although the layer of ferrite formed at the surface may impede bulk diffusion, grain boundaries within this ferrite may allow such a process.

Alternatively, if the layer of ferrite developed during heating does prevent significant decarburization, it is still possible that the exposure to temperatures in the \(\alpha + \gamma\) and \(\gamma\) region would allow the additional decarburization observed. Although exposure times in this temperature range prior to the dwell temperature were limited, decarburization certainly occurred. The estimated decarburization depths did not take this into consideration. One would expect the measured total decarburization depth and estimated value to differ more greatly as temperature increased due to the increase in time to reach higher temperatures. This was not observed in the results, however, and thus the disparity between the predictions and measurements could be a combination of the above.
4.2 Proposed Prediction Model

In a format similar to Equation (14), an equation has been produced which relates the time, temperature, and oxygen concentration to the depth of total decarburization in the temperature range of 800 - 1000 °C. This equation is limited to the conditions and material of this investigation, as samples were exposed to heating and cooling through a range of temperatures. Figure 4.1 through Figure 4.3 display plots by atmospheric condition of the natural log of the total decarburization depth vs. the reciprocal temperature in Kelvin to allow the application of best fit Arrhenius equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{Q_A}{R} & = 4.08p^2 - 85.8p + 4700 \quad (26) \\
d_0 & = 126.5p^2 - 2470p + 39500 \quad (27)
\end{align*}
\]

which correspond to air (21% O₂), 14% O₂, and 7% O₂, respectively. It can be seen that the pre-exponential temperature independent constant and the activation energy (which has been divided by the gas constant) of each of these differs slightly, although Equations (24) and (25) do have very similar values. As can be seen in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, these values were plotted vs. oxygen content and a best fit polynomial was applied to both:

\[
\begin{align*}
d & = 43400\exp\left(-\frac{4700}{T}\right) \quad (23) \\
d & = 29700 \exp\left(-\frac{4300}{T}\right) \quad (24) \\
d & = 28400\exp\left(-\frac{4300}{T}\right) \quad (25)
\end{align*}
\]
Figure 4.1: Natural log of total decarburization depth vs. reciprocal temperature to allow creation of an Arrhenius equation for 21% O₂

\[ y = -4749x + 10.679 \]

\[ R^2 = 0.9574 \]
Figure 4.2: Natural log of total decarburization depth vs. reciprocal temperature to allow creation of an Arrhenius equation for 14% O₂
Figure 4.3: Natural log of total decarburization depth vs. reciprocal temperature to allow creation of an Arrhenius equation for 7% O₂

\[ y = -4339x + 10.254 \]

\[ R^2 = 0.9559 \]
Figure 4.4: Plot of activation energies vs. oxygen concentrations to allow creation of a best fit polynomial

Figure 4.5: Plot of the pre-exponential constant vs. oxygen concentration to allow creation of a best fit polynomial
As mentioned above, it should be noted that both the activation energy and pre-exponential coefficients of the 14% O₂ and 7% O₂ are very similar. This may be due to either the flow of gas present in these samples that is absent in the air samples, or simply a sudden decrease in these values below the oxygen content of air. As seen below, it did not alter the prediction capability of the algorithm created.

Combining Equation (26) and (27), the total decarburization depth may be predicted by Equation (28):

\[
d = (126.5p^2 - 2470p + 39500) \times \exp\left(\frac{-4.08p^2 - 85.8p + 4700}{T}\right)
\]  

(28)

where \(d\) is in micrometers (m⁻⁶). Table 4.2 allows comparison of the predicted depths of decarburization from Equation (28) and the measured depth. This table also indicates that all estimations are within 10% of the true depth.

The pre exponential constant of Equation (28) includes the contribution of time. It is well known that diffusion is related to time by the one-half power, and thus in a manner similar to Equation (14), Equation (28) may be rewritten:

\[
d = (1.491p^2 - 29.1p + 466) \times t^{\frac{1}{2}} \times \exp\left(-\frac{4.08p^2 - 85.8p + 4700}{T}\right)
\]

(29)

where the pre-exponential coefficient (no longer a constant) of Equation (28) was divided by the time of this investigation to the one-half power, or \(7200^{1/2} = 84.9 \, s^{1/2}\).
Table 4.2: Comparison of predicted total decarburization from Equation (28) and measured depths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Atmospheric Oxygen Concentration (%)</th>
<th>Temperature (K)</th>
<th>Estimated Depth (μm)</th>
<th>Measured Depth (μm)</th>
<th>Percent Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1073</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>9.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1173</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>-4.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1273</td>
<td>1084</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>8.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1073</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>-5.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1173</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>8.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1273</td>
<td>1015</td>
<td>1005</td>
<td>-1.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1073</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>7.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1173</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>-4.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1273</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>7.78%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 The Oxidation Process

The fact that all samples were exposed to the full range of temperatures throughout each heat treatment cycle certainly complicated the oxide layer formed on the surface. Below 570 °C, FeO (wustite) will not form regardless of the oxygen weight percentage; \( \alpha\text{-Fe + Fe}_2\text{O}_4, \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_3 + \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4, \) or \( \text{O}_2 + \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \) will form in order of increasing oxygen content (see Figure 4.6 for the iron-oxygen phase diagram). It can be assumed that one of these pairs formed on the surface of the samples in this low temperature range. Above 570 °C FeO will begin to form if the scale formed is below approximately 27.5 oxygen wt%. The complication arises from when the FeO, the least rich oxide, forms next to steel where the scale had formed below 570 °C. Therefore this region directly next to the steel at temperatures above 570 °C becomes a mixture of FeO and the oxide stoichiometry formed previously. However, detailed analysis of the scale was outside the scope of this investigation, which strictly focused on the effect reduced oxygen had on decarburization depth.

Referring to Figure 3.1 through Figure 3.3 and Table 3.2, it can be observed that the samples decarburized in air had a fairly constant oxide depth regardless of temperature, yet scaling rate is predicted to follow an Arrhenius equation. However, Sample 1 shows very distinct oxide layers while Sample 3 shows significantly less variation and what appear to be grain boundaries within the nearest oxide layer, presumably FeO composing the majority of it. These grain boundaries would allow carbon monoxide to travel through the scale with ease compared to the solid oxide layer in Sample 1. This would ultimately lead to the greater depth of total decarburization observed in Sample 3 (Table 3.4), despite similarities in scale depth. Sample 2 shows a somewhat intermediate scale appearance between the two.

The appearance of scale in Sample 1 is worthy of discussion. It can be seen in Figure 3.12 that the two distinct oxide layers formed are very close to being equal in depth. However, as cited in section 3.2, the thickness ratio of FeO:Fe\(_2\)O\(_4\):Fe\(_3\)O\(_3\) is expected to be roughly 95:4:1. This ratio was predicted for 1000 °C, while Sample 1 was decarburized at 800 °C. Moreover, Figure 4.7 displays the scale of Sample 3, which was decarburized at 1000 °C in air and would be expected to exhibit this ratio. As
Figure 4.7: The two oxide layers formed on the surface of Sample 3. Taken at 200x.
indicated by the white line representing the interface of the oxide layers, it is evident that this ratio is not present. The ratio is approximately 2:1, far from the literature prediction. In addition, only two phases are present. It is believed that Fe$_2$O$_3$ is not present as its contribution to thickness would be minimal. The phase directly to the left of the white colored ferrite is believed to be FeO as iron is readily available to oxidize from the ferrite, and to the left of that is Fe$_3$O$_4$, the next richest oxide. Such an explanation may be applied to the “unknown” oxide layer in Figure 3.13. Because there are two distinct layers, the layer next to the steel has a readily available supply of iron and the outer layer contributes the oxygen. It is therefore believed that this layer is in fact FeO. The difference in appearance from the inner layer of Sample 1 (also FeO) is due to temperature and the formation of boundaries within the FeO layer.

Figure 3.4 through Figure 3.9 display significantly reduced oxide layers. However, as stated in section 1.3, only at an oxygen partial pressure of 10$^{-12}$ atm should there begin to be any difference in the scale, and it would first occur in the Fe$_2$O$_3$ (the outermost) layer. The reduced oxide layers in these samples may be due to the introduction of flowing gas in the reduced oxygen atmospheres, yet oxygen would still be present to form oxides. This study clearly demonstrated that in all six conditions with reduced oxygen the scale was decreased, yet an effect on total decarburization depth was not apparent. This indicates that diffusion of carbon monoxide through the scale is not a rate limiting step for a given temperature. Moreover, the reduced scale depth also did not substantially increase observed decarburization.

Unlike samples 1 – 3, samples 7 – 9 show an increase in the scale depth as temperature is increased. It is also apparent that the outside oxide layer becomes more porous as temperature is increased, allowing greater diffusion of carbon monoxide through this layer. Nevertheless, the oxide layer is not believed to be the rate limiting step in the decarburization process. This also emphasizes the initial belief that the main contribution in decarburization is from time and temperature. If the scale depth were rate limiting and had a larger effect than temperature, a temperature increase in the 7% O$_2$ atmosphere would decrease decarburization due to the scale depth increase, despite the additional thermal energy available for diffusion and carbon monoxide formation. This of course assumes scale growth is sufficiently temperature dependent.
4.4 Absence of Trends in Measured Total Decarburization Depth

As the total decarburization depth tables indicate, there is little influence from the oxygen concentration. This is in agreement with findings in literature. However, N. Birks, G.H. Meier, and F.S. Pettit (see reference [6]) predicted decarburization depth would not be altered because the scale depth would also not change, which was stated to control the decarburization. This was not discovered in the current investigation, and thus further work should be conducted to explain this trend. Although it may be argued that the gas flow could cause the observed decrease in scale and that it was not due to the reduced oxygen, this would not explain the reason decarburization was negligibly effected by the reduced scale depth. Equation (29) will predict a depth, but there is no omnipresent effect in the current work.

It is known that the measurements of decarburization depths are largely contingent upon the investigators judgment. In addition, scatter may be present even within one condition repeated several times. These two facts must be considered in explaining any inconsistencies in the measured decarburization depths.

4.5 Future Work

This study focused strictly on the effect of oxygen concentration on decarburization, and not the effect/influence of oxide formation. Although this work served as a basis, the extent that the scale depth and/or composition would have on the decarburization depth was unknown, a priori. Certainly a basis for future work could include careful examination and even focus on the oxide layer and its effect on decarburization for a single oxygen concentration. Such work could include establishing a minimum scale depth at which decarburization is observably altered. Chemical analysis of the different oxide layers would also allow validation or rejection of the proposed oxide layer stoichiometries discussed earlier. Although briefly covered in this paper, calculation of rate constants for the material and oxygen concentrations could also be investigated, but in more detail. More accurate rate constants would allow improved carbon concentration profile predictions. In this study, they were simply used after the experiment to see if Equation (11) would accurately predict the profile.
Another candidate of future work could include the investigation of decarburization in 300M alloy below 727 °C to confirm or refute the formation of the ferrite layer preventing significant decarburization during heating. Any decarburization occurring below this temperature was ignored during predictions, and thus knowledge of the extent of this decarburization would be helpful. On the other hand, a study where samples were exposed to only the dwell temperatures would allow similar effects to be established. Either route would allow the effect of heating and cooling on decarburization to be determined. It is also suggested that future microhardness tests utilize a Knoop microhardness test rather than a Vickers. It was observed that in areas displaying large concentration gradients, i.e. surface regions, the diamond indentation was at times not symmetrical. The side closer to the center of the sample appeared slightly elongated due to the local decrease in hardness. Because in a Knoop hardness test only the long diagonal is measured, this problem would be eliminated if indentations were lined up parallel to the surface.
5. Summary and Conclusions

Samples of 300M were decarburized in air, 14% O₂ (balance of N₂), and 7% O₂ (balance of N₂) at temperatures of 800, 900, and 1000 °C. The time at these temperatures, 2 hours, was held constant for all samples. The ferrite layer (complete decarburization) depths were estimated and Vickers microhardness tests conducted prior to austenitizing all samples at 1000 °C for 30 minutes in a vacuum environment and subsequent quenching. The hardened samples were also microhardness tested and an enhanced hardness profile was observed. In addition, the oxide layers were measured. The decarburization depths were compared to values estimated from classical error function-based equations both with and without the contribution of scale. There proved to be reasonable agreement in both cases, with increasing accuracy as the temperature of the heat treatment increased. Finally, an algorithm was created to predict decarburization depth for the study’s atmospheric conditions and temperature ranges, which consisted of inputs for atmospheric oxygen concentration, time, and temperature.

From this study, the following was found:

1) Temperature had the largest affect on total and complete decarburization of 300M alloy steel, as literature predicted. Although variations existed within a given temperature, the influence of temperature was nonetheless quite apparent despite alteration of the oxygen concentration.

2) The oxygen content of the atmosphere had little to no effect on decarburization depth. However, at 800 °C the two reduced oxygen atmospheres did appear to lead to a deeper and more interconnected complete decarburization (ferrite) layer. The absence of a solid ferrite layer in the 800 °C in air sample (Sample 1) suggests complete decarburization may not have occurred, but surface microhardness readings were similar to values obtained from surface values of gross total decarburization surfaces, i.e. all 1000 °C samples.
3) The scale depth decreased dramatically in both the 14% O$_2$ and 7% O$_2$ atmospheres, regardless of temperature, in comparison to air. It was found that the scale depth had no affect on decarburization depths, with the exception of the ferrite depth at 800 °C. It was therefore concluded that the diffusion of carbon monoxide through the oxide layer was not a rate limiting step. The air samples displayed nearly equal scale depths despite temperature.
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7. Appendices

7.1 Appendix A

Graphical Depiction of a Fourier Series Solution to Fick’s Second Law

Solving for Fick’s Second law as a Fourier series yields the following equation:\[^{[18]}\]

\[
C(x, t) = \frac{4C_0}{\pi} \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} \left[ \frac{1}{2j + 1} \sin \left( \frac{(2j + 1)\pi}{h} x \right) \right] \exp \left\{ - \left( \frac{(2j + 1)\pi}{h} \right)^2 Dt \right\}
\]

where \( C \) is the carbon concentration, \( j \) is an integer from 0 to 39 in this case (40 terms), \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient at the particular temperature, \( t \) is the time, \( h \) is the sample width, and \( x \) is the distance from the surface. Each successive term is smaller than the one previous to it, and thus after a short period of time only a few terms are actually required to accurately predict a carbon concentration profile. The figure below closely resembles that depicting the error function in Figure 1.1.

![Concentration gradient of a carbon steel created from a Fourier series](image)

**Figure 7.1:** Concentration gradient of a carbon steel created from a Fourier series
7.2 Appendix B

Hardness profiles prior to austenitization and quenching

The following plots represent the hardness gradients observed in the samples prior to austenitization and quenching (non-hardened). It should be noted that hardening greatly increases differences between the surface and bulk hardness, as can be seen when comparing the following plots to those found in Figure 3.16 through Figure 3.24. Scatter also becomes more dramatic in the non-hardened profiles. In the non-hardened form, pearlite is very apparent. Therefore, some indents may take place in the very soft ferrite, and others may indent mainly in cementite. To compensate for this, large loads may be used at the cost of resolution.

Figure 7.2: Hardness profile prior to austenitization and quenching of Sample 1
Figure 7.3: Hardness profile prior to austenitization and quenching of Sample 2

Figure 7.4: Hardness profile prior to austenitization and quenching of Sample 3
Figure 7.5: Hardness profile prior to austenitization and quenching of Sample 4

Figure 7.6: Hardness profile prior to austenitization and quenching of Sample 5
Figure 7.7: Hardness profile prior to austenitization and quenching of Sample 6

Figure 7.8: Hardness profile prior to austenitization and quenching of Sample 7
Figure 7.9: Hardness profile prior to austenitization and quenching of Sample 8

Figure 7.10: Hardness profile prior to austenitization and quenching of Sample 9
7.3 Appendix C

Additional micrographs of pre-hardened samples

Figure 7.11: Micrograph of Sample 1 (800 °C in air, furnace cooled)
Figure 7.12: Micrograph of Sample 2 (900 °C in air, furnace cooled)

Figure 7.13: Micrograph of Sample 9 (1000 °C in 7% O2, balance nitrogen, furnace cooled)
7.4 Appendix D

**Calculated values of the parabolic rate constant for oxide layers**

The following are the calculated values of the parabolic rate constant, $k_c$, for the growth of the oxide layers using the equation presented previously:

$$ k_c = \frac{X^2}{2t} $$

Values were calculated by use of the scale depth and time of $t = 7200$ s. Although the oxide layer would also grow during heating and cooling at elevated temperatures, this was not incorporated. Therefore, the following represents overly simplified values used to allow rough estimation of the carbon profile. It should be observed that there are no apparent trends.

**Table 7.1:** Parabolic rate constants calculated from scale depths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Scale (μm)</th>
<th>$k_c \times 10^{-6}$mm²/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>0.908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>0.878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>